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Abstract: 

The MA-AYYAN shall be considered as the prehistoric human populations who lived 

in MARS planet. The Ma-Ayyan populations shall also be called as Akkie populations 

(Alien). Akkie shall mean star human who were BLACK in colour. When lived in 

MARS they might have different genetic structure having super wisdom. They were 

considered as expert in Astronomical science and  could be cabable of controlling 

various planets in the space and successfully managing the prehistoric climatic 

conditions. They controlled the alignment of planets in remote control by 

electromagnetic radiation with advanced digital communication in code system called 

MARS CODE. The MARS CODE system shall be considered as the advanced 

communications with only single alphabet consists of three-in one logic code system.  

It is speculated that in the expanding universe and various subsequent abnormal 

climatic conditions the prehistoric populations lived in MARS could be completely 

extinct at one stage and human populations might have started living on EARTH 

subsequently at latter period. It is speculated that the populations of lost continent of 

LEMURIA and ATLANTIC  populations might be descened from prehistoric Akkie 

populations.  
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1.Introduction 

The Ma-Ayyan populations shall be considered as Tamil Based Indian who lived in 

MARS in prehistoric time. The Ma Ayyan populations shall be considered as seed and 

genetic link to the modern human population started living on Earth subsequently with 

different genetic structure.   It is speculated that the Ma-Ayyan populations while live in 

MARS had advanced civilization in constructing superstructures, advanced 

communications systems for controlling the planets. They might have utilized the 

Natural Pyramids as communication towers called MARS TOWERS.  

It is speculated that the ancient mayan populations (Mesopotemia) around 2000 years 

ago might be derived from prehistoric Ma-Ayyan populations and they might have 

derived communication system techniques, language system in code form from them.    

Further it is speculated that the modern communication system having scientific 

languages such as morse code, Binary code, Braille code might be derived from the 

philosophy of MARS  CODE system. Mars code shall be considered as 3-in-one logic 

system used in Astronomy appliances. 

 

 
Figure 1 

 

The right dot shall be considered responsible for functional part, left dot shall be 

considered responsible for structural part, centre dot shall be considered for law part 

responsible for sequential operation.   

In medical term the 3 in one logic shall be considered as equivalent as follows:  

 Right dot   - DNA 

 Left dot     - HORMONE 

 Centre dot - RNA 

The philosophy of Neutrinos, origin of life, shape of universe was already published in 

scientific article in IJSRP April 2013 titled as Cosmo Super Star, and in IJSER May 
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2013 titled as Super Scientist of climate control.  This article shall be treated as extended 

version of previous published articles with additional case studies. 

 

2.Foreword 

The ancient mayan populations are considered as mystic persons having super wisdom, 

advanced civilization, skilled communications, and expert in astronomical science. They 

were believed have lived before 2000 years ago and also called as MESOAMERICANS 

Atlas was considered as the father of Mayas. Some Case study data about ancient  mayan 

is indicated as below:  

 Mahamaya, the great maya of the Hindus in India. In Mexican culture Maya 

believed to have come from atlan the Mexican home land across the east ocean – 

Mythology  

 Maya a member of Mesoamerican civilization that existed in and around 

Guatemala in the 4th to 10th centurary. 

 Maya is prominent deity of the Asura’s which Earth God is invoked for universe 

as – Yajurveda. 

 Mayan culture is known as the beginning of civilization. It is the period where 

developed writing literacy and developed.  

 Mayan were great astronomers and expert in solar calendar,  mayan calendar 

glyps.  

 Mayan developed unique mathematical system and used base 20 numerals with 

dot and dash. 

 May a year has basic unit called kiln a word that means day, sun, etc.  

 In Sanskrit maya means illusion. 

 In early vedic literature varunas supernatural power is called Maya.  

 In puranas and vaishnavas theology maya is described as one of nine Shaktis of 

Sishnu.  

 In sangam period tamil literature Krishna is found as Mayon with attributed 

names Mal, Thirumal, perumal and mayavan.  

 In early Buddhist practice Maya is called as mother of Buddha. 

 In pali language maya means distortion.  

 Maya refers to the “great illusion”, of materialism – Guru Granth Sahib.  

 Maya means supremeself (or) ultimate reality – shankaracharya.  
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It is focused that Ancint mayan was expert in calendar design, probably might be 

originated from SIVAKASI of Tamilnad which is famous for calendar design and print. 

In the recent past, the stipulation on mayan calendar December 21, 2012 was interpreted 

as end of world.  

 

3.Hypothesis 

Ma-Ayyan shall be considered as Tamil based Indian who lived in MARS in prehistoric 

time. Further the philosophy of Ma-Ayyan shall be defined within the following scope. 

 Ma-Ayyan populations had only three chromosome called star human.  

 Ma-Ayyan populations had different genetic characteristics and cabable of 

flying.  

 Ma-Ayyan subsisted with ozone breath when lived in MARS.  

 Ma-Ayyan populations were great astronomer and formulated the shape of 

universe and relative position of sun, earth, moon in prehistoric time.  

 Ma-Ayyan had mighty power, super wisdom, and called as super scientists.  

 

4.Etymology 

The word Ma-Ayyan shall be considered into two parts (i) Ma (ii) Ayyan. It is focused 

that the above two parts of word might be derived from prehistoric tamil phonetics.  

 Ma shall mean Great 

 Ayyan shall mean Father 

 Ma-Ayyan shall mean Father Supremo of MARS 

 

5.Hypothetical Definition 

 

5.1.Origin Of Ma-Ayyan 

It is hypothesized that Ma-Ayyan might be the first life originated and started living on 

MARS in prehistoric time. The first life might be spontaneously evolved due to 

electromagnetic radiation (EMR). It is focused that scientists believe that spontaneous 

origin of life is not possible due to lightning which was already established  by 

primordial soup theory. It is hypothesized that spontaneous generation life may not be 

possible due to artificial lightning created in the laboratory, but it is possible due to 
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impact of natural electromagnetic radiation derived from Aether Energy particles photon, 

electron, proton.  

Ma-Ayyan might have been originated from dark energy due to impact of 

electromagnetic radiation, and derived three chromosome one each from photon, 

electron, proton on origin. It is focused that lightning can’t be treated at par with 

electromagnetic radiation. It is speculated that lightning and electromagnetic radiation 

shall be considered as having different physical, chemical, mathematical properties.  

Further electromagnetic radiation shall be treated as distinguished matter from 

conventional three state of matter liquid, gas, solid.  

In prehistoric time the philosophy of Aether energy electromagnetic radiation (EMR) 

might be derived from Tamil phonetics a) Akkie, b) Kathiri  

 

 Akkie shall mean Aether Energy Kathiri shall mean EMR  - Author 
 

                                   
It is speculated that there is difference between Aether Energy and EMR Aether energy 

shall be considered as prior stage to EMR (or) it shall be considered as proto-EMR.  The 

Aether Energy shall also be considered as three fundamental Neutrinos charged particles 

called Godly particles.  

 

 
Figure 2 

 

 
Figure 3 
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The right dot shall be considered as proton responsible for functional part of matter, left 

dot shall be considered as electron responsible for structural part of matter, centre dot 

shall be considered as photon responsible for law part of matter. 

It is speculated that Akkie (Aether Energy) might be evolved from DARK flame which 

shall be considered as the origin (or) centromere of cosmo universe. The philosophy of 

dark flame might be derived from prehistoric tamil phonetics karithiri. Karithiri shall 

mean dark flame which is much more different from Neutrinos (Aether energy) and 

EMR. 

 
Figure 4 

 

5.2.Philosophy Of AKKIE, MARS, KODU  

It is focused that the prehistoric Ma-Ayyan populations shall be considered as great 

Astronomors and expert in Electromagnetic Radiation and advanced digital 

communication through CODE form. The word Akkie, Mars, Kodu shall be considered 

as prehistoric tamil phonetics used in electromagnetic applications.  

 Akkie shall mean Aether Energy 

 Mars shall mean Antenna 

 Kodu shall mean Ray, Radiation 
 

 It is focused by the author that the philosophy of Dot, Dash, character used in 

digital applications might be derived from the philosophy Ma-Ayyan populations      

….. Author 

 

MARS CODE shall be defined as the prehistoric scientific language in code form with 

character dot, dash.  
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Figure 5 

 

5.3.MA-Ayyan is MARS Code Product? 

It is focused that MA-Ayyan shall be considered as MARS Product. His HEART shall be 

considered source of Aether energy (Akkie), CHEST shall be considered as MARS 

(MARBU Rib as Antenna), Every heart pulse produced shall be considered as 

electromagnetic wave. 

 
Figure 6 

 

5.4.Philosophy Of MAGI? 

It is hypothesized that the Ma-Ayyan populations when lived in MARS were great 

astronomers and cosmology. They might have formulated the integral part of Sun, Earth, 

Moon as MAGI. The etymology of MAGI might be derived from prehistoric tamil 

phonetics MA-AKKIE 

 MA shall mean Great 

 AKKIE shall mean Neutrinos 

 MA-AKKIE shall mean Great star or Mega star  

 

In prehistoric time when lived in MARS MA-Ayyan might also be called as Cosmo  

Super star, Star human.                                - Author                                     
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Figure 7 

 

In Biblical case study Assyrians are considered as ancient populations having high 

civilized life and literacy. Further the term Magi is considered as three wise men who 

were guided by Mega star to the birth spot of child Jesus to witness and honour the child. 

It is speculated that the philosophy of MAGI might be derived from the philosophy of 

prehistoric Tamil phonetics MA-AKKIE. 

 The prehistoric relative position of sun, earth, moon formulated by MA-Ayyan 

populations with three tiny dot called as MARS CODE shall be indicated as below:  

 
Table 1 

5.5.Model Cosmo Universe? 

It is focused that the Ma-Ayyan populations were expert in cosmology and considered 

the whole cosmo universe as a TRIPOD like closed container having three different 

regions having different physical, chemical, mathematical properties and formulated with 

three tiny dot. The base of universe shall be considered as Triangular shape consists of 
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sun, earth, moon as corner piller rotating on its axis. In prehistoric tamil the cosmo 

universe might be called as AKKILEM (AKKIE + EZHEM) 

 

 
Figure 8 

 

 
Figure 9 

 

The entire shape of Cosmo Universe shall be considered as just like a Pyramidal 

structure with three base elements, which shall be shown pictorially as follows. 

 Region – I .. Antineutrinos radiation region (Black radiation) 

 Region – II .. Neutrinos radiation region (Stardust radiation) 
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 Region – III .. EMR and Matter region (Einstein region) 

  

The Cosmo region shall be considered as the highly Cold region emitting Black 

radiation. Region III shall be considered as the highly hot region. 

In prehistoric time the MA-Ayyan populations have effectively controlled all the planets.   

In the expanding universe the regulating of various planetary position might have been 

found essential in Prehistoric time. 

Case study shows that moon is going away 3.8 cm per year. The relative position of sun, 

earth, moon in prehistoric time and modern time shall be indicated as below:  

 

 
Figure 10 

 

 
Figure 11 
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5.6.MARS The Mother Of All Planets? 

It is hypothesized that MARS shall be considered as first planet evolved in the whole 

cosmo universe and shall be considered as mother of all planets. Sun, Earth, Moon shall 

be considered as the three children evolved from MARS in different course of time. In 

other words sun, earth, moon shall be considered as three species planets of MARS. All 

other planets, satellites, asteroids, comets shall be considered as the sub species space 

objects to the three fundamental species sun, earth, moon.  It is focused that the 

Prehistoric MA-Ayyan populations might have already formulated the lineage of 

evolution of Mars, sun, earth, moon with prehistoric scientific language in code form as 

below: 

 
Figure 12 

 

 centre dot – Sun [First evolved] 

 left dot – Earth  [Second evolved] 

 Right dot – Moon  [Third evolved] 

It is speculated that the MA – AYYAN populations started living in MARS even  before 

Sun emits its light.  Hence the MA-Ayyan populations might be also called as Akkie 

populations.  Akkie shall mean Black.   

Further it is focused that in prehistoric time  MARS was highly influenced with Ozone. 

Oxygen might not be evolved at that time and Oxygen might have been evolved from 

Ozone at much later period.  Hence the blood of MA-Ayyan might  be highly acidic and 

PH value might be well below 7.4 say 3.0.     

(vii) How MA-Ayyan looks like? 

 
Figure 13 
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It is focused that the modern human having two hands with proper fingures. It is 

hypothesized that the prehistoric populations while living in MARS (EZHEM) might be 

having wing like hands in the primitive level due to different chromosome level and 

genetic structure. Further the 48 chromosome Apes are slightly deviated hands structure 

compared to modern human. It is focused that 3 chromosome human, 46 chromosome 

human shall be considered much senior to Apes which is having 48 chromosome.  

The  MA – Ayyan shall be considered as 3 Chromosome human evolved   spontaneously 

due to impact of Electromagnetic   radiation from Akkie (Aether energy) and derived 

three chromosome one each from  Photon, Electron, Proton. The photon, Electron, 

Proton shall be considered as fundamental three. Tamil Neutrinos  (A,K,J)  also called as 

Godly Pathd as of universe. 

 

5.8.MA- Ayyan Prophecy About End Of World? 

 MA- Ayyan populations speculated that Sun, Moon are not orbiting any planets but 

rotates only on its axis.  Various seasons might happen due to relative position of Outer 

Core, Inner Core of  Sun, Earth, Moon. 

Further they speculated that the inner core of Sun also rotates on its axis and completes 

One Cycle by 3000AD.  It is speculated that the world may come to an end by 3000AD. 

 

6.Conclusion 

     In Prehstoric time the base of Universe was Symmetric as the movement of Moon 

was effectively   controlled and aligned by MA-Ayyan Populations.  In expanding 

Universe as the Moon is going away from its axis the base of Universe slowly gets 

altered and become asymmetry in Modern time.  It is speculated that frequent earth 

quakes, Volcanic activity, severe climate change condition might Occur due to this 

increased level of asymmetry in the base of Universe.  It is the need of the hour to restore 

the base of Universe to be Symmetric through advanced global level research for 

sustainability of Earth Modern human.   

It is speculated that future settlement of human may not be possible in other planets  (or) 

other part of Universe.  When foundation of Universe itself collapsed where is the 

question of existence of other planets in the Universe?     
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Figure 14  

 

7.Case Study And Narration  

 

7.1.Alien 

In global level mythology Alien is referred to strange and frightening human living in 

another world or in outer space.  It is speculated that the philosophy of Alien might be 

derived from Prehistone tamil phonetics Akkie.              

 
Figure 15 

 

7.2.Akkilen 

Akkie, Akkilen shall mean Blach populations lived in MARS. 
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Figure 16 

 

7.3.Ayah 

The word ayah refers to Person whose job is caring for children.  The philosophy of ayah 

might be derived from the philosophy of MA-Ayyan.  MA-Ayyan shall mean Supremo 

of MARS who cares for his children. 

 

7.4.AMAH, MUM 

The word Amah, mum refers to mother.  It is speculated that the philosophy of word 

mother might be derived from Prehistoric Tamil phonetics MAAMI.  Maami shall mean 

MA-Ammu which means mother Supremo (or) mother of MARS. 

 

 
Figure 17 

 

7.5.ANGEL? 

In global level mythology Angels are depicted as human Personality with wings, 

considered as mediator of God between Heaven and Earth.  It is focused that Angel shall 

be considered as the prehistoric Mars populations having different genetic structure.  
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Angel shall be considered as TRISOMY. Trisomy shall mean prehistoric MARS 

HUMAN having three chromosomes on origin.  In medical Science occurrence of 

Trisomy chromosome is considered as syndrome and abnormal third copy.     It is 

focused by the author that Trisomy chromosome shall be considered as the genetic 

reflection of prehistoric human chromosome in modern human. 

 

 
Figure 18 

 

7.6.Crop Circle Formation? 

There are so many theories are available regarding crop circle formation..  It is still under 

mystery among scientists whether Crops circle formation is Natural phenomena? (or) 

Human made act?  It is focused by the author that Crop circle shall be considered as the 

3-in-one Black box logic discs formatted by prehistoric populations while live in MARS 

for remote controlling of Various planets.  Different Crop circle shall be considered as 

different electromagnetic disc for different application. 

 

 
Figure 19 
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It is further focused that the philosophy of crop circle shall be referred to three 

fundamental classification of plants family say Aster aceal, Faba accae, Rosa accal and 

three fundamental domain of life. 

 
Figure 20 

 

Further case study shows that based on Barberry castle crop circle 1991, some 

researchers believe that the barberry formation was the “ ROSETTA STONE” to the 

understanding of geometric nature of dimensions in the UNIVERSE.  It is speculated 

that artificial selection (Modification to DNA Traits) to the plants might be also called as 

crop circle formation. 

 

7.7.What Is TRIBE? 

In human anthropological science the term Tribe refers to the particular Race of human 

concerned due to genetic variation.  It is focused by the author that the prehistoric human 

population while live in MARS had only 3 chromosome having different genetic 

structure with super wisdom. 

 
Figure 21 

 

Further it is speculated  that Tribe shall also be referred to the philosophy of three 

regions of electromagnetic radiation spectrum  (i.e) UV region, Visible Mid region, IR 
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region.  The Tri-spectrum might be pronounced as Tribe in short during language 

evolution. 

 
Figure 22 

 

7.8.Human Is Nature? 

Human shall be considered as spontaneously evolved product naturally due to impact of 

Electromagnetic radiation from dark energy (Aether energy)  

 
Figure 23 

 

Right dot shall be considered as responsible for functional part, Left dot shall be 

considered as responsible for structural part centre dot shall be considered responsible 

for law part of Nature. 

It is focused by the author that every human is considered embossed with standard 

MARS CODE (Three tiny dot). 
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Figure 24 

 

 Right dot – Right Nipple(Functional) 

 Left dot – Left Nipple (Structural) 

 Centre dot – NAVEL (Law of Nature) 

 

It is speculated that every human, in every part of world being regulated by Aether 

energy everyday.  NAVEL shall  be considered as electromagnetic sensor connecting 

Aether energy of space and Human heart. 

 

 

8.A New Theory On Human Origin And Human Anthropology   

(Concept Of Author) 

It is speculated that Human has more genetic value than Apes.  In fact it shall be cited 

that Human shall be considered as the common ancestor to the family of Apes having 

different species. 

A new theory proposed by the Author shall be called Human Origin  2013 Theory.    The 

first human is hypothesized to have been evolved spontaneously from Dark Energy due 

to impact of EMR.  The first human had only three chromosome on origin, derived three 

chromosome three fundamental Tamil Neutrinos A, K. J.   A stands for Photon, K stands 

for Electron, I Stands for Proton.  Photon is considered responsible for light energy, 

Electron is considered responsible for electric energy, Proton is considered responsible 

for Magnetic Energy. 

The first human originated shall also be called as TRISOMY HUMAN (or) NATURAL 

HUMAN.   NATURAL HUMAN shall mean perfect not regulated with Laws; because 

they themselves are laws.  The natural human shall be considered as TRIBE. 
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The first Tribe is speculated to have been lived in MARS Planet (In Tamil called 

Ezhem).  The philosophy of Tribe shall be defined within the scope of following. 

 Tribe is of spontaneous origin. 

 Tribe means 3 Chromosome human (Trisomy) (i.e.) Two autosome, one 

sex chromosome. 

 Tribes are capable of flying. 

 Tribes had super-wisdom, called as Superscientists, Great Astronomers. 

 Tribes are Akkie populations.  Akkie shall mean Black (or) Neutrinos 

particles. 

 Tribes had single chamber heart on origin and single blood type AB. 

 Tribes had ozone breath and acidic blood having low PH value. 

It is speculated that MARS (EZHEM) shall be considered as the Mother of all planets 

and space objects.  Sun, Earth, Moon shall be considered as the three children of MARS 

and evolved in much later period in different geological period. 

The Akkie populations might have lived in MARS even before Sun gives red radiation.  

Hence the Tribes might have been Black in colour in Prehistoric time. Further the Mars 

might have been highly influenced with ozone due to absence of Red radiation of Sun.  

Due to this reason the Tribes might have subsisted with Ozone break. 

When Sun started giving red radiation there might be the formation of three regions of 

electromagnetic spectrum, i.e. UV Region, Visible Mid Region, IR Region.  Tribe shall 

also mean TRI-SPECTRUM.  The word Tri-spectrum might be also pronounced 

dialectically as Tribes, during the course of language evolution. 

During the course of expanding Universe and various prehistoric climate change 

conditions, the Tribes lived in MARS might be completely extinct at one stage and new 

human populations started living on EARTH with different genetic structure by Natural 

Selection. 

While living on Earth the new populations might have switched over to OXYGEN breath 

from ozone.  At particular geological period oxygen might be evolved due to severe 

depletion of Ozone Layer.  In other words, the reduction of ozone level might lead 

human to switch over to oxygen breath. 

When human started living on Earth they might have been developed with four chamber 

heart and four type blood system from universal type AB.  In other words, the oxygen 

breath environment might pave way for expansion of additional chambers and additional 
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blood type.  In prehistoric period the Tribes might have super-wisdom due to ozone 

breath.  Subsequently when switch over to oxygen breath the wisdom level might be 

gradually reduced. 

It is focused speculated that the three chromosome of Tribe shall be considered in-built 

with three fundamental colour element say BLUE, GREEN, RED.  In Electromagnetic 

spectrum these three colours shall be considered as three species colours evolved from 

fundamental BLACK.  Billions of colour rays of electromagnetic spectrum shall be 

considered Subspecies colours to the three fundamental species colour element Blue, 

Green, Red.   Black shall be considered as absolute absorption state and White shall be 

considered as absolute emission state. 

In human Anthrolpological science the etymology of word RACE might be derived from 

the word RAY.  During the course of time human populations might have derived 

various colour complexion in skin, hair, eye iris due to different intensity level of 

electromagnetic radiation where the particular population resides.  In other words 

Billions electromagnetic rays are considered responsible for billions of human species 

with different colour complexion. 

In prehistoric time, the Anthropological Science might have classified human species 

according to the RAYS of region.  During the course of language evolution the word Ray 

might be dialectically pronounced as RACE. 

 

 In human Anthropological Science, Billions of human rays (Species) shall be 

considered as evolved from three fundamental Trisomy Chromosome called 

TRIBE.       - Author 

 

Further it is speculated that the growth of chromosome level might have impact on 

human intelligence and wisdom.   The Intelligence, Wisdom shall be considered reduced 

gradually due to growth of chromosome.  It is focused by the Author that Mosquitto 

having 6 chromosome, Amoeba having 12  chromosome shall be considered more 

intelligent compared to Modern Human having 46 Chromosome. 
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